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LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONALReduced nephron number (endowment) has been asso-
STEREOLOGICAL COUNTING METHODSciated with an increased risk of developing essential hy-
pertension [1] and chronic renal failure [2], as well as The stereological counting methods available until
the success of long-term renal allografts [3]. It has also about 10 years ago were limited by a number of prob-
been suggested that a low nephron number might under- lems. These can be classified as what could be termed
lie the high incidence of end-stage renal disease in some size and shape problems and reference space problems.
transitional indigenous populations. Clearly, accurate These are considered in turn.
and precise counts of nephrons are required to provide
Size and shape problemsanswers to these intriguing hypotheses.
Until recently, the methods available for counting The fact is that the likelihood of a particle (in stereol-
structures in three-dimensional tissues and organs were ogy, a particle is defined as a three-dimensional object,
very limited. Fortunately, in recent years, accurate (unbi- such as a glomerulus, cell, or nucleus) appearing in a
ased) and precise (reproducible) methods for counting planar or histologic section is not equal to the frequency
glomeruli, and thereby nephrons, have been developed. of that particle in three-dimensional space. This is a very
These methods can also be used to count nuclei and important concept and is illustrated with the following
thereby cells. Such data are important when studying cell example. Consider a box containing three watermelons
populations and the molecular regulation of cell birth, and three apples. The numerical ratio of watermelons
survival, and death. The focus of this article is these new to apples is 3:3. Now imagine that we slice (section) this
counting methods and how they can be used to analyze box in random orientation and location and that after
the kidney. each slice we are somehow able to put the box and the
The new methods are commonly referred to as unbi- fruit back together again. It is evident that as we slice
ased stereological counting methods. Stereology is the the box, most slices will hit (sample) one or more water-
discipline concerned with the quantitative analysis of melons but will only occasionally sample an apple. If we
three-dimensional structures [4] and, as such, is ideally were to section the box say 100 times, we might find that
suited to the quantitative analysis of tissues and organs. we sample the watermelons 200 times (some sections
With stereology, typically a small, uniform (representa- will hit more than one watermelon) and the apples once.
tive in three-dimensional space) sample of the kidney is Thus, the ratio of watermelon profiles (in stereology, a
measured, and from these measurements an “estimate” profile is defined as a two-dimensional representation of
for the whole kidney is obtained. A major requirement a particle once it has been sectioned) to apple profiles
in stereology is that the object being counted or mea- is 200:1. This conclusion is correct as far as profiles are
sured must be unambiguously identifiable. For example, concerned. However, it is clearly incorrect as far as parti-
an accurate estimate of the total number of mesangial cles are concerned. This example clearly illustrates that
cells in the kidney (or in an average glomerulus) cannot the ratio of profiles on sections is not necessarily the
be obtained if mesangial cells in sections cannot be accu- same as the ratio of particles in three-dimensional space.
rately identified. The issue of cell and object recognition This is because the likelihood or chance of a particle
is not unique to stereology, but is nevertheless critical being seen (sampled) in a section depends not only on
to the success of any stereological study of the kidney. its frequency in three-dimensional space, but also on its
size and shape. It turns out that it is not a simple matter
to determine the relationship between the density per
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section is a biased sample of particles in three-dimen- ten severely influenced by deformation artifacts associ-
ated with tissue processing and sectioning and rarelysional space with regard to number. A sobering thought
here is that the biopsy sections that renal histopatholo- provided estimates of total number.
Renal researchers have been trying to count glomeruli,gists examine are biased with regard to number. In prac-
tice this means that unless all of the particles counted and thereby nephrons, for more than a century [14]. Meth-
ods used included a variety of direct counting and/orhave the same size and shape (and we rarely know this),
then counting in two dimensions can provide very mis- maceration techniques. While some of the earlier esti-
mates are similar to those obtained with the new stereo-leading results. Consider now the counting of glomerular
cells. It is well known that the size and shape of podocyte logical methods, some techniques gave rise to widely
varying estimates. This was presumably due to such fac-nuclei, for example, are quite different from that of glo-
merular endothelial cell nuclei. Therefore, the ratio of tors as inappropriate geometric assumptions, sampling
procedures, and tissue deformation.podocyte nuclear profiles to endothelial nuclear profiles
in sections almost certainly does not equate to the ratio
of podocytes to endothelial cells in the three-dimensional
STEREOLOGICAL COUNTING METHODS
tissue. The situation would be further complicated if the
BASED ON THE DISECTOR PRINCIPLE
size and/or shape of the nuclei were to change as a result
In recent years, we have witnessed the developmentof disease or treatment. A similar problem is encountered
of a new generation of stereological counting methodswhen we consider the counting of glomeruli and thereby
that overcome all of the problems discussed previouslynephrons. It is also well known that not all glomeruli have
in this article. Estimates obtained with these techniquesthe same size. To count glomerular profiles without taking
are not influenced by dimensional changes, and the meth-account of differences in glomerular size (the glomerular
ods require no knowledge or assumptions of particle sizesize distribution) is therefore guaranteed to produce bi-
or shape. Moreover, the methods provide estimates ofased estimates of glomerular number in three dimensions.
total number. The only requirement, other than that
the method is used correctly, is that the particles beingReference space problems
counted can be unambiguously recognized. These meth-Many counts of renal profiles (for example, glomeruli,
ods are based on the disector principle of Sterio and arecell nuclei) are related to a unit area of tissue (for exam-
now described [15].ple, mm2 of cortex or mm2 of kidney). There are a number
The disector is a three-dimensional probe that samplesof serious problems associated with this approach. First,
particles uniformly. This means that with the disector,such an approach provides us with no information about
particles are counted in proportion to their true fre-the total number of particles in the whole kidney. For
quency in three-dimensional space, and the estimatesexample, it is unclear how the number of glomerular
are not influenced by particle size or shape. If the disectorprofiles per mm2 of cortex relates to the total number
was used to count the watermelons and apples in theof glomeruli in the whole kidney. Second, processing of
previously mentioned example, the obtained estimatekidney tissue for microscopy leads to a range of dimen-
would be three and three.sional changes. These are usually severe when kidney is
With the original disector, particles are counted usingprocessed for embedding in paraffin, with estimates of
pairs of sections. In brief, particles sampled by an unbi-volumetric shrinkage being of the order of 50% [5, 6].
ased counting frame [16] in the field of view of the firstWhen kidney tissue is processed for embedding in glycol
section (the sampled section) that are not present in themethacrylate and Epon-Araldite, the volumetric shrink-
second section (the look-up section) are counted (Fig. 1;age is closer to 5 and 15%, respectively [6–8]. Sectioning
the equipment used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 2).produces further dimensional changes in kidney tissue.
In other words, particles are counted if they have disap-These dimensional changes mean that it is not easy to
peared (think of the disector as a “now you see it, nowrelate dimensions in embedded tissues to dimensions in
you don’t” counting method). To obtain an estimate withthe original living kidney. Problems associated with the
an acceptable precision (a coefficient of error of ,10%),reference space have been referred to as the reference
it is only necessary to count of the order of 100 of thesetrap [9].
disappearing events per kidney. Thus, to estimate the totalTraditional stereological methods used to count renal
number of glomeruli in a kidney with acceptable preci-cells and glomeruli mostly utilized so-called model-based
sion, one needs to count about 100 disappearing glomer-methods in which the particle of interest was assumed
uli. Clearly, these glomeruli must be sampled uniformlyto have a certain geometric size and shape (that is, fitted
(in 3 dimensions) throughout the kidney (Fig. 3). Fulla geometric model) [10–13]. To the extent that the as-
details of the method, including sampling considerations,sumptions of size, size uniformity, and shape departed
have been published [4, 17–19]. With this technique, itfrom the true size and shape, the estimates obtained
were biased. Moreover, the estimates obtained were of- is important to ensure that no particle is located in the
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Fig. 2. Apparatus used in our laboratory to count glomeruli with physi-
cal disectors. The sampled section is placed on the right microscope,
and the look-up section is on the left microscope. The images are
projected side by side at a final magnification of ,3150. An unbiased
counting frame in the field of the sample section is used to sample
glomeruli. Those sampled glomeruli not present in the look-up section
are counted. To double efficiency, those glomeruli sampled by an unbi-
ased sampling frame in the look-up section that are not present in the
sample section can also be counted. The microscope on the right is
fitted with a computer-driven motorized stage for unbiased sampling.
The left microscope is fitted with a rotating stage to facilitate section
alignment.
volume provides an unbiased estimate of total glomeru-
lar number. This method was used by Hinchliffe et al to
count glomeruli in human kidneys [33–35].
Fig. 1. Photomicrographs showing a visual field from a sampled kidney
section (A) and the corresponding visual field on the look-up section
THE OPTICAL DISECTOR(B). An unbiased counting frame is superimposed on the sampled
section. Glomerular profiles are sampled if they are contained com- A modification of the original disector known as thepletely or partly in the frame and are not hit by the exclusion (solid)
optical disector has emerged as the method of choice forline. Sampled glomeruli are counted if they are not present in the look-
up section. In this case, the two glomeruli indicated by arrows are counting nuclei, and thereby cells, in three dimensions
counted. Bar 5 100 mm. Reproduced with permission from Cell Tissue
[36, 37]. With this technique, the limited depth of focusResearch, Bertram et al [17].
of high numerical aperture objective lenses is used to
count cell nuclei in thick sections. Primarily glycolmeth-
acrylate sections with a minimum thickness of 20 mm
space between the two sections examined. This is not a are utilized, although frozen sections also have been
problem when adjacent sections constitute a pair, but
used successfully. Unlike the physical disector, only one
must be considered when nonadjacent sections are used.
section is examined at a time.The original disector is now known as the physical
With the optical disector, the thick sections are opticallydisector because two physical sections are utilized. The
sectioned, and nuclei are counted at a unique moment, forphysical disector/fractionator principle has emerged as
example, when they first come into focus. This method hasthe method of choice for counting glomeruli. With this
been used to count many cell populations, particularlymethod, physical disectors are used to count glomeruli
neurons [38–47], but has been used in only a few studiesin a known fraction of the kidney. The physical disector/
to count renal cell populations [17, 48]. A significantfractionator principle has been used to count glomeruli in
development is the use of optical disectors to count cellshuman kidneys [20–22] and in the kidneys of laboratory
in immunostained sections prepared using either immu-animals [17, 23–30].
noperoxidase or immunofluorescence protocols [42–47],The physical disector/Cavalieri method has also been
although the author is unaware of such studies in theused to count glomeruli. Here, the physical disector pro-
kidney. For immunofluorescence counts, confocal andvides an estimate of glomerular numerical density in
fluorescence microscopy can be employed [46]. One ofthree dimensions (NV), and the Cavalieri method pro-
the problems with the optical disector technique is thatvides an estimate of either total cortex or total kidney
volume [31, 32]. Multiplication of NV by the relevant thick sections are required. Therefore, if specific antibod-
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Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating the use of the frac-
tionator principle at three successive sampling
stages. (A) The kidney is macroscopically
sliced, and every second slice (in order with
a random start) is embedded (B). The first
fraction is therefore one half. (C ) The sam-
pled slices are exhaustively sectioned with ev-
ery fifth section (indicated with a tick), and
its pair (if we were counting particles with
physical disectors) is taken for further analy-
sis. Fraction 2 equals one fifth. (D) A known
fraction of the section area (fraction 3 equals
9/100) is used for measurement. If we were
counting particles, such as glomeruli, with
physical disectors, then particles sampled by
unbiased counting frames on the sample sec-
tion that are absent in the look-up section
would be counted. An estimate of the total
number of the particle of interest is obtained
by multiplying the number counted by the
inverses of the three sampling fractions (2 3
5 3 100/9 5 111.11). Reproduced with permis-
sion in modified form from International Re-
view of Cytology, Bertram [4].
ies are needed for cell identification, the issue of antibody CONCLUDING REMARKS
penetration must be addressed carefully. For more than a century, renal scientists have been
trying to count glomeruli and thereby nephrons. Unfor-
tunately, many of the methods used were compromised
COUNTING CELLS WITH PHYSICAL DISECTORS by theoretical errors, and/or the estimates obtained were
Interestingly, the physical disector is re-emerging as severely influenced by a range of technical artifacts. Not
the method of choice for counting cells. Although the surprisingly, estimates obtained with these methods fluc-
tuated widely. Now, a set of unbiased and precise stereo-physical disector was used to count cells in a few studies
logical methods for counting glomeruli, as well as renalmore than a decade ago, it was quickly superseded by
cells, has been developed. Significantly, these methodsthe optical disector, because it was an extremely tedious
provide estimates of total number. It is a fortunate coinci-and time-consuming method. Re-emergence of the phys-
dence that the development of these counting methods,ical disector as a cell-counting method is being driven
particularly glomerular counting methods, has coincidedby the frequent requirement to use immunohistochemis-
with the emergence of nephron underendowment as atry to identify cells. Several manufacturers are devel-
possible causative factor for essential hypertension andoping software and hardware to enable the comparison
chronic renal disease.of fields from two adjacent immunostained sections. A
“live” image of a field from one section (say the sampled Reprint requests to John F. Bertram, Ph.D., Department of Anatomy
and Cell Biology, Monash University, Clayton, 3800, Victoria, Australia.section) is displayed on a monitor next to a stored image
E-mail: john.bertram@med.monash.edu.auof the same field on the look-up section. The counting
process requires the investigator to look for nuclei of
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